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Abstract—Programmers reuse code to increase their productivity, which leads to large fragments of duplicate or near-duplicate
code in the code base. The current code clone detection techniques
for finding semantic clones utilize Program Dependency Graphs
(PDG), which are expensive and resource-intensive. PDG and
other clone detection techniques utilize code and have completely
ignored the comments - due to ambiguity of English language,
but in terms of program comprehension, comments carry the
important domain knowledge. We empirically evaluated the
accuracy of detecting clones with both code and comments on
a JHotDraw package. Results show that detecting code clones
in the presence of comments, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
gave 84% precision and 94% recall, while in the presence of
a PDG, using GRAPLE, we got 55% precision and 29% recall.
These results indicate that comments can be used to find semantic
clones. We recommend utilizing comments with LDA to find
clones at the file level and code with PDG for finding clones at
the function level. These findings necessitate a need to reexamine
the assumptions regarding semantic clone detection techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
“Don’t reinvent the wheel, just realign it.” A common
practice for programmers to increase their productivity is
copying an existing piece of code and changing it to suit a
new context or problem. This reuse mechanism promotes large
fragments of duplicate or near-duplicate code in the code base
[2]. These duplicates are called code clones. Research shows
that about 7% to 23% of software systems contain duplicated
codes [9]–[12].
In software engineering, many techniques [1] have been
proposed to detect code clones based on token similarity
(e.g., CCFinder [18], CloneMiner [19] and CloneDetective
[17]), Abstract Syntax Tree(e.g., CloneDR [13], Deckard [14])
and Program Dependency Graph (e.g., [3], [6], [7], [15],
[16]). One of the most challenging types of clones to find
are semantic clones - code fragments that are functionally
similar but may be syntactically different. Techniques based
on Program Dependency Graph (PDG) are one of the most
notable mechanisms to detect semantic code clones [3] as it
abstracts many arbitrary syntactic decisions that a programmer
made while constructing a function. However, PDG-based
techniques are computationally expensive, as they require
resource-intensive operations to detect the clones.
Current code clone detection techniques do not include
source comments. From a program comprehension point of
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view, these comments carry important domain knowledge and
also might assist other programmers to understand the code.
One of the reasons, to ignore code comments is due to the
ambiguity of the English language. For humans, it is easy
to comprehend the similarity or difference between words
or topics, but a machine may treat the words differently.
However, with recent advancement in machine learning and
natural language processing tools we hope to detect clone sets
by using LDA.
In this paper, we investigated:
• RQ1: Does the use of comments help in detecting semantic clones in the code base?
• RQ2: Does a PDG based technique, which just uses code
for detection of semantic clones, perform equivalently to
an LDA based technique, which uses comments?
II. M ETHODOLOGY
A. Dataset
In this work, JHotDraw-a java package-has been used which
contains 310 java source files with 27kLOC. JHotDraw [8] has
been widely used in clone detection studies [5].
B. Procedure
1) PDG: GRAPLE [3], [4], an existing PDG based clone
detection tool, was used to identify clones within the Java
package and JPDG to create an undirected graph (vertexedge, veg) for the whole package. The tool generates a JSON
file with edges and vertices in the form of a dictionary.
This veg file was then used as an argument along with minsupport, sample-size, min-vertices, and selection probability
for GRAPLE. The clone sets were generated with and without
the selection probabilities with support=5, sample-size=100,
and min-vertices=8.
2) LDA: Python 3.6 and Regex Expression were used to
extract the comments from the source files. All comments
were included, except the copyright comments, since it does
not contain any information related to the functionality of
the source code. Once the comments were extracted, it was
normalized by cleaning the stop words and the punctuations.
With this normalized texts, a dictionary was created which
was used to create the Doc-Term matrix. The LDA model was
trained using the corpus and dictionary mentioned above. Then
the passes and iterations were set to a specified value. The
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To further add, the best clone sets in comparison with the
ground truth were the clones sets generated by topic number
975. The clone sets were manually analyzed to check the
authenticity, it was observed that the matched clone sets i.e
|Dreported \Dactual | have high similarities in terms of object
or instance creation.
B. RQ2: PDG vs LDA: code vs comments?

(a) Precision.

(b) Recall.
Fig. 1. Precision and Recall.

comment files were passed as an argument to the model to generate the relative topics. Once all the clone sets were generated,
we calculated the precision - |Dreported \Dactual |÷|Dreported |
and recall - |Dreported \Dactual |÷|Dactual |.
Dreported is the set of multi-sets reported by the model and
Dactual is the ground truth which contains 52 clone sets built
manually in 45 hours.

Further, to compare a PDG based technique with LDA, we
used GRAPLE [3]. We evaluated GRAPLE with and without
the selection probability Pi , the later was used to avoid the
“Curse of Dimensionality”.
1) Without Pr: In this evaluation technique the sample-size
were varied multiple times, setting it from 20 to 200, but
in most of the cases very small increase in clone sets were
observed. Precision and recall mostly varied between 50% to
55%. Table 1 depicts the precision and recall for sample-size
100 with min-vertices 8 and support set to 5.
2) With Pr: Using the selection probabilities and with the
above mentioned specification, we generated 80 clone sets.
Table 1 shows the 22 clone sets were found while using
selection probabilities, and 17 clone sets were found without
using selection probabilities. Comprehensive clone sets were
reported by the model with probability in expense of 30
hours and 74 GB of memory. However, the model without
probability reported 17 clone sets in 4.5 secs and consumed
481.5 MB. Moreover, 16 out of 17 clone sets which were
reported by model without probability were also reported by
the model with probability.
Evidently, the precision and recall for LDA are better than
PDG. Upon analyzing the clone sets returned by PDG and
LDA, it was observed that LDA was able to find more clone
sets. In addition, LDA quickly found the clones based on
similar comments compared to PDG, which took hours. Our
dataset consists of 27 KLOC, so for such packages PDG based
techniques can perform decently, but for larger sizes as noticed
by [3] they can deplete the resources.

III. R ESULTS
TABLE I
P RECISION AND R ECALL FOR LDA AND PDG.

A. RQ1: Can code comment help?
To understand whether comments can assist in detecting
code clones, the model was trained and the outputs (clone
sets) were analyzed in two different ways.
1) Way 1: The LDA model was trained using the files as
the corpus. With topic limit set to 100, we were able to extract
66 clone sets (274 files). The precision and recall found are
mentioned in Table 1.
2) Way 2: To understand how the clone sets varied in terms
of precision and recall, the model was trained over a range of 1
to 1000 topics. The parameters were set at 1000 iterations with
50 passes. Table 1 shows the best precision found with topic
set to 975, which generated 7 clone sets with 21 files. From
Fig:1 it is evident that with increased iterations fewer clone
sets were found. Also, as the number of iterations increased
the precision increased as well with a global maxima at 975.
However, the recall decreased.

LDA
PDG

Way 1
Way 2
Without Pr.
With Pr.

#clonesets
66
7
17
22

Recall
94.86
28.61
27.84
28.7

Precision
84.21
88.57
52.94
55.39

IV. C ONCLUSION
Our results show that comments can be utilized with LDA
and are equivalent to sophisticated PDG based techniques. One
approach would be using comments with LDA to detect clone
sets at the file level, as this process is less resource-intensive,
and applying PDG based code detection techniques at the
function level. Our study provides the very first evidence that
comments which are underrated in clone detection research
can be utilized effectively.
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